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Abstract 
As for the various risks for internet transaction, the paper puts forward a CA system model based on PKI and 
introduces the concrete methods under the environment of Linux so as to realize the network ID authentication and 
handle the network security problem. Different from commercial CA, this system structure is based on open source 
code, especially fits for small and medium self-established campus network CA authentication system. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of computer science, network and information technology, internet has 
permeated into every corner of our life. The online office system has been applied in many campus 
network, schools and communities. Because of its opening feature, the network is threatened by many 
potential dangers such as camouflage, interpolation, denial and monitoring. So most applied systems 
based on network need verify the identity of the users and servers. In the present, the main authentication 
methods include password, digital certificate, biometrics and smart cards. The authentication based on 
password is the commonest authentication technology because of its low cost and easy usage, but it is 
easily attacked for its weak security. The authentication based on biometrics and smart card has a high 
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security but is expensive because it needs special hardware. Moreover, the three methods mentioned 
above can only authenticate users but is invalid for the servers. The digital certificate authentication can 
provide inter-authentication between the users and servers and its high security and low cost but without 
hardware make it suitable for the user authentication for campus network. 
Nowadays, the main way for users to get digital certificate is to buy from the commercial CA 
(Certification Authority) [1], which will pose a high expense for the campus network with so many users. 
In addition, this method is not flexible and the extension terms of commercial CA may not be able to meet 
the internal demands of the campus network. This paper puts forward a CA system model based on PKI 
(Public Key Infrastructure) [2] [3] technology. The realization is based on opening source code. It is 
especially suitable for small and medium self-established campus network CA authentication system in 
enterprises, schools and communities. Different from the traditional model of CA adapting LDAP 
administration digital certificate, the system realizes the management of certificate based on database, so 
as to integrate with some other database application system in the campus network.   
2. PKI Technology 
In simple words, the PKI technology refers to the infrastructure which provides information security 
service based on the public key theory and technology. PKI is a new security technology which is made 
up of public key cryptography technology, digital certificate and certificate authority. 
In the public key system, every member has a couple of secret keys (PK, SK), of which the PK (public 
key) is open to the public. Another one SK (secret key) is secret. The PK and SK must be used together. 
The secret key is kept by yourself, while the public key is released on the internet through digital 
certificate. Digital certificate is the authentication for every entity to communicate and conduct business 
online, which can solve the trust problem by testing the validity of others’ digital certificate. The digital 
certificate includes some information of the user’s identification, user’s public key and the certification 
authority’s digital signature. The digital certificate is usually released by CA (Certificate Authority). As 
the third party in electronic business, CA has the merits of authority, justice and uniqueness, and it is 
responsible for verifying the validity of the public keys in the public key system. It is responsible for the 
application, issuing, cancelling and administration of digital certificate and provides the user information 
and the administration of secret key.  CA is the core of PKI system and the key to guarantee the security 
of electronic business. 
3. The framework of the system 
The system is composed of security server, RA (Registry Authority) server, CA server, database, 
system administrator and terminal user, which is illustrated in Figure 1.For security, the system employs 
such structure design as follows: 
• The security server has the unique access to the external. 
• Both RA and CA are fixed in the same local area network. 
• Two network cards are installed in security server: one is connected to RA server, and the other is 
connected to the internet. 
• Two firewalls are fixed in the system: one is installed between the security server and the internet, the 
other is fixed between security server and RA server, so as to protect the internal network from the 
external attacks and prevent the internal users from divulging the internal secrets. 
• The mod_ssl module is used as SSL transmission cryptographic module in CA, RA and security server 
to encrypt the information transmission between servers. 
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Fig. 1. The framework of the system 
4. Workflow of the system 
First, the root CA forms a signing secret key pair for itself, and then forms a self-signed root certificate, 
and then issue the root certificate for users to download it. The users access the security server via internet, 
download the root certificate of CA and establish security connection with security server and register. 
After registration, the system will notify the users their personal identification code, PIN in short, via e-
mail. And then users can input the PIN to finish the certificate application. After RA verifies the users 
real identity (finished off-line), the certificate application will be submitted to CA, which will generate 
the personal certificate or web server certificate to the users by root certificate, and then notify the users 
to download from the internet. During the usage period of the certificate, users can apply for the 
withdrawing of the certificate, and the process is the same as that of the application, which needs 
identification authentication. The CA will issue CRL (certificate revocation list) [4] to notify the users the 
cancelled certificate. 
5. System implementation  
The system is based on open source, and uses Linux operating system. The server mainly uses C for 
development. The Web script uses PHP, and the database adopts MySQL, encryption algorithm, message 
digest, and digital signature use OpenSSL[5] toolkit for system implementation. 
5.1 The standards for system implementation  
In order to guarantee the universality of the digital certificate generated by the authentication system, 
the following standards should be followed during the process of system implementation. 
• Adopt PKI authentication system and adhere to the international PKCS, PKIX series standards. 
• Symmetric key encryption algorithm: adopt Triple DES 112 bits algorithm. 
• Public key encryption algorithms: adopt RSA, the key size is 1024—4096 bits. 
• Digital signature algorithm: adopt RSA, and coordinate with hash function MD5 message digest. 
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• The issuing of certificate and CRL: adopt the X.500 standard. 
• CRL: adopt X.509 V2 standard. 
• Certificate frame: adopt the X.509 V3 standard. 
5.2 Key algorithm implementation  
The lifecycle of a certificate includes certificate application, certificate generation, certificate use, 
certificate revocation, CRL issued. Among which the generation of certificate and CRL are the keys. The 
two modules will be discussed as follows: 
The certificate generation algorithm is described as follows: 
{……
Derive public key from the certificate request csr;  
Read the certificate serial number form serial file;  
Get the subject name from csr;  
Generate the data structure of the certificate; 
Add each content to the certificate structure; 
Code the certificate unsigned objects with DER; 
Use the secret key of CA to make digital signature for the DER coding of the certificate unsigned 
objects;
Fix the digital signature and signature algorithm in the certificate structure to generate the complete 
certificate content; 
Code the certificate content with DER; 
Code the DER coding information of certificate with Base64; 
Add the new generated certificate information to dbfile; 
Add 1 to the serial number in serial file; 
……… } 
The CRL issued algorithm is described as follows: 
{…………
Generate the data structure of CRL; 
Make the issued name in CRL as the subject name of X509; 
Make the refresh time in the CRL as the current time of the system; 
Make the next refresh time in CRL as days*24*60*60; 
Set the certificate version and signature algorithm in CRL;  
Search for dbfile; 
for (i=0;i<the record number in dbfile;i++)  
{ if(certificate state=‘R’) 
{  r=X509_REVOKED_new(); 
Set the revocation certificate serial number in “r” as the certificate serial number of the current record; 
Set the certificate revocation time in “r” as certificate revocation time of the current record; 
Add “r” to the certificate revocation structure in CRL;} 
}
Sort the revocation certificate in CRL according to certificate serial number; 
Set the extension part in CRL; 
Code the CRL undersigned objects generated above with DER; 
Use the secret key of CA to make digital signature for the DER coding of the certificate unsigned 
objects;
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Fix the digital signature and signature algorithm in the CRL structure to generate the complete CRL 
content; 
Code the CRL content with DER; 
Code the DER coding information of CRL with Base64; 
…………}
6. Conclusion  
The paper makes use of open source resources and designs a CA authentication system based on PKI. 
With our experiment and test, the system can manage to fulfill the expected functions, and settle the 
security problems such as identity authentication and the transmission of sensitive data etc. Different from 
traditional CA, the system has independent RA function, and can help distribute the verifying 
authentication and certificate issuing management to different organizations. It can better suit the 
different demands of application. The system adopts database to manage the certificate, and can check the 
state of the certificate, make up for the deficiency of traditional CRL. The system can integrate with other 
database application systems in the campus network and has a bright prospect.  
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